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Abstract Previous studies have estimated that mantle serpentinization reactions generate H2 at a rate
of 1010–1012 mol/yr along the global mid-ocean ridge (MOR) system. Here we present results of 3-D
geodynamic simulations that predict rates of additional mantle serpentinization and H2 production at
oceanic transform faults (OTF). We find that the extent and rate of mantle serpentinization increases
with OTF length and is maximum at intermediate slip rates of 5 to 10 cm/yr. The additional global
OTF-related production of H2 is found to be between 6.1 and 10.7 × 1011 mol/yr, which is comparable to
the predicted background MOR rate of 4.1–15.0 × 1011 mol H2/yr. This points to oceanic transform
faults as potential sites of intense fluid-rock interaction, where chemosynthetic life could be sustained
by serpentinization reactions.

1. Introduction

The cycling of seawater through the ocean floor is the dominant mechanism of biogeochemical exchange
between the solid Earth and the global ocean. High-temperature black smoker systems found along the
global mid-ocean ridge (MOR) system sustain unique ecosystems [Fisher et al., 2007] and are modulators of
ocean chemistry on geological time scales [Kadko et al., 1995; Kump, 2008]. Hydrothermal exchange also
happens at lower temperatures and examples include low-temperature venting at MORs [Boetius, 2005], fluid
cycling in response to bend faulting at convergent margins [Ranero et al., 2003], and pervasive crustal fluid
flow at ridge flanks [Hutnak et al., 2008]. Common to these observations is that crustal fluid flow seems to
be associated with major seafloor structures. Oceanic transform faults (OTFs) are one of the most striking,
yet poorly understood, features of the global MOR system. Most notable are the OTFs of the slow spreading
Mid-Atlantic Ridge (MAR), which shape the ridge structure and reflect continental margin structures along
Africa and the Americas.

OTFs are therefore potential sites of substantial biogeochemical exchange. This is particularly interesting
with regard to the ocean biome. Deep-sea regions (>2000 m)make up 60% of the Earth’s surface, yet the role
that deep-sea ecosystems play in global marine biogeochemical cycles is poorly known [Smith et al., 2009]. As
a result, fluxes of carbon and biolimiting elements in the deep ocean remain largely unconstrained
[Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2013]. Recent observations show that deep marine ecosystems
are affected by variations in upper ocean conditions and climate [Smith et al., 2009], which points to a con-
nectedness between deep and upper ocean biogeochemical fluxes. In the light of growing evidence that life
is supported by chemosynthesis at hydrothermal vents and within the seafloor below [Amend et al., 2011;
Boetius, 2005; Lever et al., 2013; Santelli et al., 2008], this opens up the possibility that ocean floor processes
may have a notable impact on global marine biogeochemical cycles.

In this context, the serpentine forming interaction between seawater and cold lithospheric mantle rocks is
particularly interesting because it is a mechanism of abiotic hydrogen and methane formation [McCollom
and Bach, 2009; Seyfried et al., 2007], which can support archaeal and bacterial communities at the seafloor
[Kelley et al., 2005; Perner et al., 2007; Shock and Holland, 2004; Zhang et al., 2016]. Inferring the likely amount
of mantle undergoing serpentinization reactions therefore allows estimating the amount of biomass that
may be autotrophically produced [Cannat et al., 2010].

Previous estimates of oceanic H2 production bymantle serpentinization reactions have focused onMORs and
are in the range of 1010–1012 mol H2/yr [Cannat et al., 2010; Emmanuel and Ague, 2007; Sleep and Bird, 2007;
Worman et al., 2016]. Such global values are derived by integrating the rate of seafloor production with esti-
mates of the volume of partially serpentinizedmantle present within it. Cannat et al. [2010] used observations
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from individual ridge segments and hydrothermal vent sites to estimate the proportion of serpentine in aver-
age slow spreading crust as well as the likely associated H2 production. Integration of these values with an
estimate of the length of slow spreading ridges affected by detachment faulting and mantle exhumation
yields a hydrogen production rate of 16.7 × 1010 mol/yr in their preferred scenario. The most recent estimate
has been given byWorman et al. [2016], who systematically varied the amount of partially serpentinizedman-
tle that may be present within a column of oceanic lithosphere. The resulting model suggests that up to
~1012 mol H2/yr may be produced in oceanic lithosphere when also accounting for off-axis alteration of
ocean floor created at intermediate to fast spreading ridges. Such high values would even exceed the most
recent estimates for continental H2 release [Lollar et al., 2014].

Interestingly, a complementary quantitative global assessment of mantle serpentinization and H2 production
at OTFs is still largely missing—despite OTFs having long been hypothesized to be sites of enhanced fluid
flow and biogeochemical exchange [Boschi et al., 2013; Detrick et al., 1993; Francis, 1981; Gregg et al., 2007;
Roland et al., 2010]. Such an analysis requires assessing how the volume of mantle undergoing serpentiniza-
tion reactions may change toward MOR segment ends and along OTFs. This paper addresses this
problem from a mechanistic point of view by investigating a three-dimensional (3-D) numerical chemo-
thermo-mechanical model.

A prerequisite for mantle serpentinization to occur is that cold mantle rocks are brought into contact with
seawater within the thermal stability limit of serpentine group minerals. At MORs and OTFs this can either
occur by the exhumation of ultramafic rocks to the seafloor and/or by crustal-scale brittle faulting that creates
fluid pathways for seawater to reach and react with the cold lithospheric mantle. The latter concept had been
developed to explain patterns of mantle serpentinization at rifted continental margins [Bayrakci et al., 2016;
Perez-Gussinye and Reston, 2001; Rüpke et al., 2013]. We here adopt this concept and assume that mantle ser-
pentinization can only occur when the entire oceanic crust is brittle and the mantle rocks beneath are within
the thermal stability limit of serpentine. Based on this concept, the new model computes the temperature
and deformation field around OTFs and by also resolving the kinetically controlled serpentinization reaction
allows making predictions on the likely patterns of mantle serpentinization and H2 production.

2. Approach
2.1. Viscoplastic Geodynamic Model

We compute the thermal and rheological evolution around a kinematically prescribed OTF that connects two
MOR segments with the 3-D finite element thermo-mechanical model M3TET [Hasenclever, 2010; Hasenclever
et al., 2011]. The visco-plastic flowmodel incorporates a temperature-dependent viscosity and a plastic yield-
ing criterion. Assuming a Maxwell material in which deformation processes occur in series so that strain rates
are cumulative, the effective viscosity, ηeffective, relating stresses to strain rates can be written in terms of the
viscous and plastic viscosities:

ηeffective ¼
1

ηviscous
þ 1
ηplastic

 !�1

(1)

ηviscous Tð Þ ¼ η0 exp
E
R

1
T
� 1
Tm

� �� �
(2)

ηplastic z; ·εIIð Þ ¼ τmax zð Þ
2 ·εII

(3)

τmax zð Þ ¼ C0 þ μPeff ¼ C0 þ μ ρm � ρwð Þgzz (4)

Here T is temperature (°C), z is depth (m), η0 is the reference viscosity of 1019 Pa s at the reference mantle
temperature Tm = 1300°C, R = 8.3144598 J/mol/K is the ideal gas constant, and E = 250 kJ/mol is the
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activation energy that controls thermally activated creep. ·εII (s
�1) is the second strain rate invariant, and

τmax (Pa) is the plastic yield stress, which depends on cohesion, C0 = 10 MPa; the friction coefficient,
μ = 0.6; and the effective pressure Peff. The latter being here approximated via Terzaghi’s effective stress
principle as (ρm� ρw)gzz, where ρm=3300 kg/m3 is mantle density, ρw= 1015 kg/m3 is seawater density,
and gz is the vertical gravitational acceleration (m s�2).

This modeling approach is very similar to the one used by Behn et al. [2007], who showed that such a model
can predict the thermal and rheological evolution of OTFs. Incorporating plastic weakening results in a
warmer thermal solution that is more consistent with observed seismicity patterns than the colder solution
predicted by earlier Newtonian models [Behn et al., 2007; Roland et al., 2010]. Besides a reference model with-
out hydrothermal cooling (HTC), we have further implemented a parameterization that mimics the cooling
effect of fluid circulation through the brittle crust by enhancing the thermal conductivity k:

k zð Þ ¼ km þ exp
z
c

� �
kmax � kmð Þ; (5)

where km = 3 W/m/K, kmax = 24 W/m/K, and c = 500 m is the length scale of decreasing hydrothermal cooling
with depth. The used value for kmax is equivalent to a Nusselt number of 8, which is a reasonable value over a
wide range of spreading rates [Theissen-Krah et al., 2011].

2.2. Serpentinization and H2 Production Model

Mantle serpentinization processes are simulated by advecting many tracer particles with the solid man-
tle velocity and computing for each one the changing degree of serpentinization when the particle is
within the volume of “serpentinizable” mantle—that is mantle located beneath a crust that deforms by
brittle faulting (and not by ductile viscous flow) and is within the thermal stability limit of serpentine
formation (T < 350°C). Note that a crustal thickness that depends on full spreading rate, ufull, is used
(2 km if ufull ≤ 1 cm/yr, 3 km if 1 cm/yr < ufull ≦ 2 cm/yr, 5 km if 2 cm/yr < ufull ≦ 3 cm/yr, and 6 km if
ufull > 3 cm/yr) consistent with observations [Bown and White, 1994]. We have further imposed an upper
limit of 15 km sub-Moho serpentinization to stay consistent with the sparse data that is available for OTFs
[Boschi et al., 2013] and with observations from different tectonic settings including bend-faults at subduc-
tion zones [Ranero et al., 2003; Van Avendonk et al., 2011].

Serpentine group minerals as well as brucite, magnetite, and hydrogen form when cold lithospheric mantle
rocks react with seawater at relatively low temperatures [e.g., Moody, 1976]. On a grain scale, the reaction
rates and products are quite well constrained [Malvoisin et al., 2012; Martin and Fyfe, 1970; Wegner and
Ernst, 1983]. In natural systems, the reaction is more complex, involves multistage reaction pathways, may
not necessarily be isochemical [Malvoisin, 2015], and is further dependent on fluid composition [Klein et al.,
2013]. Resolving mantle serpentinization reactions in lithosphere-scale models therefore requires a certain
degree of upscaling. We do this by only considering the hydration of olivine, composed of the solid solution
end-members forsterite (90%) and fayalite (10%), along the isochemical reaction pathway given by Seyfried
et al. [2007]:

15Mg1:8Fe0:2SiO4 þ 20:5H2O⇒ 7:5Mg3Si2O5 OHð Þ4 þ 4:5Mg OHð Þ2 þ Fe3O4 þ H2 (6)

We implement this reaction by assuming that its progress is controlled by the temperature-dependent
kinetic rate given by

f Tð Þ ¼ C0A exp � b
T

� �
1� exp �c

1
T
� 1
T0

� �� �� �
; (7)

where A = 808.3, b = 3640 K, T0 = 623.6 K, and c = 8759 K [Malvoisin et al., 2012]. Note that here T is in units of
Kelvin. This function peaks at ~300°C and is similar to previous parameterization [Martin and Fyfe, 1970;
Wegner and Ernst, 1983] yet differs from those by being asymmetric and showing a faster drop in reaction
rates toward higher temperatures (Figure 1d). C0 = 10�13 s�1scales the normalized reaction rate to a reaction
rate with units s�1 that is consistent with observations at ultramafic-hosted submarine hydrothermal systems
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[Iyer et al., 2012]. The exact value of C0 is of secondary importance here because on the modeled timescales,
the patterns of mantle serpentinization are primarily controlled by temperature and water availability and not
by reaction kinetics. We have run additional tests with instantaneous rates and found only small changes in
predicted patterns of mantle serpentinization and negligible changes in the predicted H2 production. The
rate of olivine to serpentine conversion can be written as

∂ρol
∂t

¼ �f Tð Þρol (8)

where ρol is the remaining amount of olivine in kg/m3. In all simulations, mantle rocks serpentinize according
to equation (8) up to an imposed maximum degree of 50% serpentinization. Equation (6) predicts that
7.48 × 1011 mol H2 are generated for each cubic kilometer of mantle that serpentinizes to 50% assuming
an initial olivine density of 3300 kg/m3. The imposed upper limit of 50% has been chosen to stay consistent
with previously published values of H2 production per km3 of mantle rock, which are in the range of
3.5–14 × 1011 mol H2/km

3 [Worman et al., 2016, and references therein].

3. Results
3.1. Mantle Serpentinization at MOR

We first compute a baseline rate of mantle serpentinization and H2 production at MORs. Figure 1 shows pro-
files that were extracted from 3-D model runs far away from an OTF. Figure 1a illustrates the modeled mantle
serpentinzation patterns at an ultraslow spreading ridge (10 mm/yr full spreading rate). The brittle-ductile
transition, which separates plastic (brittle) deformation in the uppermost lithosphere from viscous (ductile)
deformation below, intersects the Moho at about 52 km distance to the ridge axis (seafloor age of
~10 Myr) and marks the maximum lateral extent of active mantle serpentinization around the ridge axis.
Temperatures are relatively low, so that up to 5 km of sub-Moho mantle is within the thermal stability limit
of serpentine production (T < 350°C; cf. Figure 1d). The associated integrated rate of H2 production per kilo-
meter ridge axis between the ridge axis and the maximum lateral extent of mantle serpentinization (52 km,

Figure 1. Mantle serpentinization processes at mid-ocean ridges. Mantle serpentinization can occur when the entire crust is brittle and mantle is within the thermal
stability field of serpentine formation. (a) At a full spreading rate of 10 mm/yr, mantle serpentinization can occur up to 52 km off-axis and a maximum of 5 km of
sub-Moho mantle becomes partially serpentinized. (b) The situation for a full spreading rate of 20 mm/yr. Here the brittle-ductile transition intersects the Moho
at about 22 km distance and only ~300 m of sub-Mohomantle become serpentinized. (c) At a full spreading rate of 30 mm/yr, the sub-Mohomantle is too hot where
the crust is brittle so that no mantle serpentinization occurs. Figures 1a–1c have been extracted from 3-D simulations and show computed patterns of sub-Moho
mantle serpentinization at MOR with different spreading rates. (d) The normalized reaction rate taken from Malvoisin et al. [2012] and the temperature window
of mantle serpentinization. (e) The modeling results in terms of predicted annual H2 production rates as a function of MOR spreading rate. Temperature colorbar is
the same as in Figure 2.
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~10 Myr) is 3.7 × 107 mol/yr/km. At a higher spreading rate of 20 mm/yr (Figure 1b), the brittle-ductile
transition intersects the Moho closer to the ridge axis at ~22 km (seafloor age of ~2 Myr). The 350°C
isotherm lies shallower, and only ~300 m of mantle becomes serpentinized implying an integrated annual
H2 production of 0.4 × 107 mol/yr/km. At a full spreading rate of 30 mm/yr (Figure 1c), the brittle-ductile
transition intersects the Moho at ~16 km (~1 Myr), but temperatures are too high in the near ridge region
for mantle serpentinization reactions, which therefore only occur at MORs spreading at full rates slower
than 30 mm/yr in models without HTC (Figure 1e). In simulations including HTC, temperatures are lower
and mantle serpentinization can occur at full spreading rates of up to 40 mm/yr (Figure 1e). Global rates of
MOR-related H2 production are calculated by integrating the modeling results with the global distribution
of spreading rates [Bird, 2003] and are between 4.1 × 1011 and 15.0 × 1011mol H2/yr for models with and
without HTC, respectively.

3.2. Mantle Serpentinization at OTFs

Figure 2 illustrates how the presence of an OTF can enhance mantle serpentinization. Figure 2a shows the
results for an ultraslow slip rate of 10 mm/yr, a fault length of 200 km, and no HTC. The zone of crustal-scale
brittle deformation is greatly enhanced around the OTF, and more mantle enters the temperature window of
mantle serpentinization (150°C–350°C; Figure 1d) as it cools andmoves away from the ridge axis. Up to 12 km
of sub-Moho mantle becomes partially serpentinized around the fault zone—more than twice the back-
ground MOR value of 5 km. At a faster slip rate of 30 mm/yr, mantle serpentinization only occurs around
the OTF (Figure 2b) and not at the adjacent MOR segments. Up to 2 km of sub-Moho mantle becomes
serpentinized around the fault zone. Figures 2c and 2d show results for a fault length of 400 km. The longer
offset results in a zone of crustal-scale brittle deformation that extends even further off-axis, and the 350°C
isotherm is located deeper below the Moho so that more mantle is within the serpentinization window.

We have created two sets of 3-D experiments, each consisting of 55 model calculations, that span the entire
range of globally observed slip rates (<180 mm/yr) and fault lengths (10–1100 km): one set without HTC and

Figure 2. 3-D simulations of mantle serpentinization around oceanic transform faults (OTF). Each panel shows the computed temperature field overlain by the
thickness of partially serpentinized sub-Moho mantle. Within the white contour outlines lies the area of crustal-scale brittle deformation. The volume of partially
serpentinized mantle increases with fault length and decreases with slip rate. The larger extent of crustal-scale brittle deformation and colder temperatures around
OTF lead to a larger volume of mantle becoming serpentinized with respect to the background MOR rate.
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one with HTC. Figures 3a and 3b show the corresponding rates of OTF-related H2 production. Note that
Figure 3 shows the extra H2 production that occurs in addition to the baseline MOR value, which is
calculated by multiplying the respective rate given in units of mol/yr/km (cf. Figure 1e) with the along-axis
MOR length affected by the OTF.

For each slip rate, the OTF-related H2 production increases with fault length (Figure 3). The reason for this is
that crustal-scale brittle deformation (i.e., where water can reach the sub-Mohomantle) extends into progres-
sively older seafloor for increasing fault lengths (Figure 2). As older seafloor has a colder thermal structure, the
volume of mantle within the thermal stability limit of serpentine formation increases and thereby the inte-
grated rate of H2 production. However, a slip rate-dependent minimum fault length exists below which no
extra OTF-related H2 production occurs. This model behavior can be understood by comparing Figure 1
(MORs) and Figures 2 and 3 (OTFs). The 350°C isotherm at an ultraslow (10 mm/yr) MOR intersects the
Moho almost directly at the ridge axis and the brittle-ductile transition intersects the Moho at ~52 km
distance to the ridge axis (Figure 1a). The distance between these two points marks the “window” of mantle
serpentinization. The presence of an OTF with a length significantly shorter than 52 km will not increase this
window of mantle serpentinization and will consequently not result in additional H2 production. At slip rates
higher than 30 mm/yr without HTC and higher than 40 mm/yr with HTC (Figure 1e), no MOR-related mantle
serpentinization occurs because the brittle-ductile transition intersects the Moho closer to the ridge axis than
the 350°C isotherm does (Figure 1). A window of mantle serpentinization only opens up when an OTF of
sufficient lengthmoves the location where the brittle-ductile transition intersects theMoho beyond the point
where the 350°C isotherm intersects it (Figures 2b and 2d). This distance increases with slip rate and explains
why the minimum fault length necessary to produce additional H2 scales with slip rate.

A higher slip rate further implies a higher flux of mantle through the region of serpentine formation, which
increases hydrogen production. But a higher slip rate also results in higher temperatures, which reduces
the volume of mantle within the temperature window of serpentine formation. These counteractingmechan-
isms are the reason that H2 production at OTFs increases from ultraslow (0–20 mm/yr) to slow (20–50 mm/yr)
but decreases again from intermediate (50–80 mm/yr) to fast (>80 mm/yr) slip rates (Figure 3).

3.3. Global Rates of Mantle Serpentinization and H2 Production

Global rates of additional H2 production at OTFs are computed by integrating the observed distribution of
OTF slip rates and fault lengths (Figure 4a) with our modeling results (Figures 3a and b). The binned annual
global H2 production rates at all OTFs are shown in Figures 4b and 4c for models without and with HTC,
respectively. The highest rates of H2 production occur at ultraslow and slow (without HTC) and at slow to
intermediate (with HTC) slip rates and at fault lengths of ~100–800 km. The reason that more H2 is not pro-
duced at OTFs with offsets >800 km is that such long offsets are very rare (Figure 4a). The annual global H2

production at OTFs is the sum of all bins and is 6.1 × 1011 mol/yr and 10.7 × 1011 mol/yr without and with
HTC, respectively.

Figure 3. Systematic analysis of H2 production at OTFs as a function of slip rate and fault length. The shown H2 production
rate is the rate that occurs in addition to the baseline ridge-related production. Each panel is based on 55 3-D simulations.
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4. Discussion

The presented results point to OTFs as sites of intense fluid circulation and mantle alteration. Slow to inter-
mediate slip rates and long fault lengths result in the highest rates of H2 production. These findings will need
to be tested against more data. It is, for example, not clear from geophysical observations how widespread
mantle hydration really is at OTFs. The contrasting negative and positive mantle Bouguer anomalies (MBA)
of fast- and slow-slipping OTFs are pointing to spreading rate-controlled crustal thickness variations at
MOR segment ends and seem to suggest that porosity opening and mantle hydration are limited [Gregg
et al., 2007]. Dilatant deformation andmantle serpentinization both result in a density reduction, which needs
to be limited for the MBA to remain positive above slow-slipping transforms. This implies that a gravity
decrease induced by mantle hydration must be compensated by a gravity increase by crustal thinning.
This is consistent with the basic model assumption that mantle hydration is linked to crustal-scale faulting
and thereby crustal thinning.

The exceptionally well-studied Vema transform fault on the MAR is an example where mantle serpentiniza-
tion [Boschi et al., 2013] does seem to be consistent with a positive MBA [Prince and Forsyth, 1988]—and it
falls into the parameter range for which we predict extensive mantle serpentinization (~300 km offset at
~30 mm/yr slip rate; Figure 3). We also predict that several other prominent OTFs are sites of intense fluid-
rock interaction and mantle serpentinization including the Fifteen Twenty (MAR, ~195 km, ~30 mm/yr),
Romanche (MAR, 950 km, ~40 mm/yr), and Valdivia (Chile Rise, ~650 km, ~70 mm/yr) transform faults. It will
be a matter of future interdisciplinary research to further test the model predictions and to investigate which
specific transform faults are sites of intense biogeochemical exchange.

Our predictions on the average baseline global H2 production rate at MORs are generally consistent with pre-
viously predicted values. Cannat et al. [2010] estimated that about 20–25% of the seafloor created at ultra-
slow to slow spreading ridges is made of mantle-ultramafics that partially serpentinize down to a depth of
3–4 km below the seafloor implying an annual hydrogen production of ~1.67 × 1011 mol. Our lower estimate
for MOR (without HTC) of 4.1 × 1011 mol H2/yr is higher. The differences stem from our modeling framework
that explores mantle serpentinization in symmetrically spreading ridges (including back-arc spreading cen-
ters), while Cannat et al. [2010] explicitly tied mantle serpentinization to asymmetric detachment faults at
MORs. We also predict a slightly deeper extent of mantle serpentinization of up to ~5 km at ultraslow MORs
(Figure 1a) compared to the upper bound of 3–4 km at segment ends estimated by Cannat et al. [2010]. Our
upper value of 1.5 × 1012 mol H2/yr at MORs (with HTC) is close to themost recent estimate of ~1012 mol H2/yr
by Worman et al. [2016]. These two estimate have, however, been derived in different ways. Our upper
estimate results from enhanced HTC, which increases the thickness of partially serpentinized mantle in the
near-axis region, while Worman et al. [2016] investigates the possibility of serpentinization reactions within
oceanic lithosphere originally formed at intermediate to fast spreading ridges, which would take place
off-axis within older seafloor that has become sufficiently cold.

Figure 4. (a) Global distribution of OTFs as a function of slip rate and fault length. (b and c) Global H2 production rates at OTF without and with parameterized hydro-
thermal cooling (HTC), respectively. Note that the shown H2 production rates are the extra production rates that occur in addition to the spreading-related H2
production at MOR.
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In total, we predict oceanic H2 production to be in the range of 10.2–25.7 × 1011 mol/yr, which is the sum of
the predicted values for MOR (4.1–15.0 × 1011 mol H2/yr) and OTF (6.1–10.7 × 1011 mol H2/yr) with the lower
and upper values corresponding to models without and with HTC, respectively. This is consistent with the
conclusion reached by Worman et al. [2016] that oceanic H2 production may exceed continental H2 produc-
tion, recently estimated to be in the range of 1011 mol H2/yr [Lollar et al., 2014], by up to an order of magni-
tude. In this context, it should be mentioned that the here presented values are probably an upper bound.
One limitation of our modeling approach is that fault zones are not explicitly resolved. Instead water is
assumed to be able to reach the mantle wherever the entire crust is brittle. Observations from different tec-
tonic settings including subduction zones and passive continental margins suggest, however, that mantle
hydration is often spatially related to specific fault zones [Bayrakci et al., 2016; Grevemeyer et al., 2005;
Ranero et al., 2003]. Fluid flow that is restricted to individual fault zones limits the amount available water
and thereby the rate of serpentine formation. These considerations necessitate future explorations of numer-
ical models that couple fluid flow, reactions, and deformation.

Our analysis further suggests that similar amounts of H2 are produced at OTFs and MORs despite their differ-
ent total lengths (48,000 km versus 67,000 km). The main reason for this is that the models predict that man-
tle serpentinization at OTFs can occur at higher spreading rates and to a greater depth extent than at MORs
(Figures 1 and 3). More than 50% of the global H2 production at OTFs is nevertheless predicted to occur at full
spreading rates <30 mm/yr and <20 mm/yr for models with and without HTC, respectively. If the combined
H2 production at MORs and OTFs is considered, 50% of it occurs at full spreading rates smaller than about
20 mm/yr. It should be noted here that these findings are based on the assumption that the maximum
degree of mantle serpentinization is similar at MORs and OTFs.

Future model-data integration studies are necessary to investigate how deep and widespread mantle hydra-
tion at OTFs really is. Despite these uncertainties, our model results do clearly point to OTFs as sites of
enhanced fluid flow and biogeochemical exchange. Hydrogen andmethane fluxes resulting frommantle ser-
pentinization are known to provide energy to microbial systems [Kelley et al., 2005; Perner et al., 2007; Shock
and Holland, 2004], so that the here predicted rates can be interpreted as proxies for biomass sustained by
fluid-rock interactions. This is particularly interesting in the context of recent observations that suggest that
deep ocean ecosystems are affected by variations in the upper ocean conditions and in climate [Smith et al.,
2009]. This connectedness may imply that H2 and CH4 production by mantle serpentinization reactions at
OTFs represents an important missing process in our understanding of global marine biogeochemical cycles.
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